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system behaviorAbstract This paper presents an elaborated analysis for investigating the stack-based layering pro-
cesses during the systems change pathway. The system change pathway is deﬁned as the path resulting
from the combinations of all successive changes induced on the system when subjected to varying envi-
ronments, activities, events, or any excessive internal or external inﬂuences and happenings ‘‘on and
above’’ its normal stands, situationsor set-points during its courseof life. The analysis is essentiallybased
on the important overall system paradigm of ‘‘Time driven-event driven-parameters change’’. Based on
this paradigm, it is considered that any affected activity, event or varying environment is intelligently
self-recorded inside the system through an incremental consolidity-scaled change in system parameters
of the stack-based layering types.Various joint stack-basedmathematical and graphical approaches sup-
ported by representable case studies are suggested for the identiﬁcation, extraction, and processing of
various stack-based systems changes layering of different classiﬁcations and categorizations. Moreover,
some selected real life illustrative applications are provided to demonstrate the (inﬁnite) stack-based
identiﬁcation and recognition of the change pathway process in the areas of geology, archeology, life
sciences, ecology, environmental science, engineering, materials, medicine, biology, sociology, human-
ities, and other important ﬁelds. These case studies and selected applications revealed that there are gen-
eral similarities of the stack-based layering structures and formations among all the various research
ﬁelds. Such general similarities clearly demonstrate the global concept of the ‘‘fractals-general stacking
behavior’’ of real life systems during their change pathways. Therefore, it is recommended that concen-
trated efforts should be expedited toward building generic modular stack-based systems or blocks for
the mathematical, programming and hardware representations of each stack layering type to serve
in reducing tremendously any repetitive research efforts in future handling of similar or analogous
problems of real life systems. Finally, a new global inter-related stack-based conﬁguration in multi-
stacking networks is proposed incorporating conceptually the mutual stack-based changes balancing
process through assumed ideal case of lossless bi-directional transfer piping systems.
 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Ain Shams University.
Figure 1 The conceptual diagram showing the joint two-level of basic and upper system layers conﬁguration with their interactions
representation for manipulating systems change pathways [1].
2 Stacking linguistically means ‘‘to neatly put or arrange (a number of
things) in a more or less orderly pile or heap’’. For computer
applications, stacking could be visualized as some sort of memory
(arrays or layers) arrangement of items such that the item most
450 H.T. Dorrah1. Introduction
The system joint ‘‘time-driven’’ and ‘‘event-driven’’ conﬁgura-
tion has recently been revealed in [1]. Such conﬁguration is
based on a two-level form where the basic level represents
the time scale ‘‘t’’ governed physical system layer(s), and the
upper level is the inﬂuencing event layer(s). While the basic le-
vel is usually subject to normal operation disturbances that can
be absorbed by the physical system behavior, the upper level is
subject to events, activities and varying environments ‘‘on and
above’’ the normal system operation. Other examples of the
upper level effects are any external or internal excessive inﬂu-
ences and happenings affecting the system such as accidents,
collisions, impacts, breaks, shocks, collapses, eruptions, and
destructions. Such upper level operation leads at each event
occurrence to corresponding parameter changes in the physical
system layer(s) at the lower level [2–4].
Consolidity (the act and quality of consolidation) is a new
notion measured by the systems output reactions versus com-
bined input/system parameters reaction when subjected to
varying environments and events [1]. System consolidity is ex-
pressed by the consolidity index denoted in this paper by C. The
system is deﬁned to be consolidated if C < 1, neutrally consoli-
dated if C  1 and unconsolidated if C > 1 [5,6]. Such consolid-
ity index plays an essential role in governing system
parameters changes due to the events ‘‘on and above’’ normal
operation during the system change pathway and acts mainly
at the upper event-driven level.
System parameters change during the change pathway1 is
transformed to corresponding changes in the system physical
layer(s) at the basic level, within the framework of consolidity
[1]. The changes follow a stack-based behavior of different clas-
ses and categories deﬁned in themost general sense, where at the
front of the stack is located the most recent changes and so on1 The system change pathway is deﬁned as the path resulting from the
combinations of all successive changes induced on the system when
subjected to varying environments, activities, events or any internal or
external excessive inﬂuences and happenings ‘‘on and above’’ its normal
stands, situations or set-points during its course of life.for each preceding ones.2 Examples of stack classes are changes
above, beneath, sided, outward, inward, and within the system
layers. The change categories are growing, shrinking or grow-
ing/shrinking depending on the direction of such changes.
The above analysis provides the foundation for the global
stack-based change pathway theory that can be applied to
everywhere systems in various sciences and disciplines. Within
the framework of the change pathway theory, it is considered
that every system is intelligently conducting autonomous self-
recording of its affected varying environments or events
through inducing corresponding (inﬁnite) stack-based changes
in the system parameters [1]. Therefore, the ﬁrst step in expe-
diting the progress of the theory is the full understanding of
different types of stack-based layering changes in real life sys-
tem. This covers investigating the important problem of stack-
based layering changes identiﬁcation, extraction, and process-
ing. Such problem is the main target of the present paper, to be
carried out in a systematic way supported by many real life
explanatory examples from various disciplines and sciences.
2. Problem description
2.1. Joint two-level systems conﬁguration
The main conﬁguration of real life natural or man-made sys-
tems is based on joint two-level operation as shown in the con-
ceptual graph of Fig. 1. The basic level is governed by the time-
driven system physical equations, while the upper level is af-
fected by activities, events and varying environments ‘‘on andrecently arrived at the stack is the ﬁrst to be retrieved. The inﬁnite
stacking property will permit accommodating apparently any number
of elements in the stack due to its unlimited capacity. The terminology
of stacking and its modeling techniques and formulations are
intensively developed and are available mainly in the literature of
Computer Science [7,8].
Table 1 Main features of the joint time-driven and event-driven conﬁguration described in Fig. 1.
Ser. Aspect Time-driven level Event-driven level
1 Level Basic or lower level Higher or upper level
2 Layer(s) Basic physical layer of system Upper inﬂuencing layer of events
3 Variable Time scale ‘‘t’’ Event clocklike register of state ‘‘l’’
4 Governing pillar(s) Controllability and Stability Consolidity
5 Governing equations State (or dynamic) operating equations System transition equations per inﬂuencing event
6 Aﬀected inﬂuences Conventional system disturbances absorbed by
system dynamics
Events ‘‘on and above’’ normal operations leading
to consequent changes in system parameters
7 System changes System changes are transferred into stack-based
changes in physical system layers at time scale t
with diﬀerent stack classes and categories
System changes are transferred at each event step
l to corresponding (inﬁnite) stack-based
parameters changes at basic system level and to
changes in consolidity index at the higher level
Consolidity: Stack-based systems change pathway theory elaborated 451above’’ the normal system operation or set points. These events
include all happenings and occurrences that may cause signif-
icant incremental changes on system parameters. A brief com-
parison between the time-driven and event-driven operations is
summarized in Table 1. This is equivalent to following the
important overall systems paradigm of ‘‘Time driven-event
driven-parameters change’’.
2.2. Systems change stack-based forward procedure
The operation of the above joint system conﬁguration will lead
to stack-based parameter changes in the physical system
layer(s). For simple analysis, the formed stacking transition
(or transformations) procedure can be expressed for straight-
forward linear (or linearized) memoryless stack-based forward
(or forward stacking) procedure ‘‘F’’, for l= 0, 1, 2, . . .,
m, . . ., f (m is the intermediate state, and f is the ﬁnal state)
as follows3:
Step F1: Initialization
Initialize the procedure for the initial state l= 0 for both
system parameters and system consolidity index:
Initialize : Cð0Þ ¼System consolidity Index ½Systemparametersð0Þ
ð1Þ
such that Cð0Þ designates the initial value of the consolidity in-
dex C by applying the system physical equation(s).
Step F2: System parameter(s) change
Determine parameter(s) change due to the affected environ-
ments or event at any state l assuming the following linear (or
linearized) equation:3 Eqs. (1)–(4) can also be represented in generic multi-dimensional
linear and nonlinear forms. An important common case in real life of
the nonlinear form is the exponential relationship such as (2) is
e x p r e s s e d a s : DSystem parameters changeðlÞ ¼ b: exp½a:Cl:
Affected environments or eventsðlÞ, such that b is a general coefﬁ-
cient. The generic representation applies for each separate component
of sub-stacks of the system, for memoryless (Markovian) or memory-
based (Non-Markovian) types. Moreover, the physical system govern-
ing equations are assumed to follow the general state space represen-
tations. These equations have to be handled during their
implementation as one integrated modular stack-based system as
described in [1].DSystem parameters changeðlÞ
¼ a  CðlÞ Affected environments or eventsðlÞ ð2Þ
such that the term DSystem parameters change(l) describes the
incremental or step parameter change at event clocklike regis-
ter of state l. The term ‘‘Affected environment or event’’ indi-
cates the overall or effective value, which combines varying
environment(s) or event(s) type and strength. Moreover, the
parameter CðlÞ designates the associated direct consolidity in-
dex based on the complete knowledge of the system physical
equations and corresponding to varying environment or event
at the state l. The parameter ‘‘a’’ describes the changeability
coefﬁcient of the system.
Step F3: System parameters update
Update the values of systems parameters and consolidity
index after the change as follows:System parametersðlþ1Þ ¼ System parametersðlÞ
þ DSystem parameters changeðlÞ
ð3Þ
and
Cðlþ1Þ ¼System consolidity index ½Systemparametersðlþ1Þ ð4Þ
Step F4: Proceeding to next state
Progress to step F2 for subsequent state by updating
lﬁ l+ 1 and so on passing by the intermediate state and
ending by the ﬁnal state f.
The procedure shown by (1)–(4) follows a memoryless or
Markovian processes. A Markov process depends only on
the present state and not on how it is arrived in such state.
On the other hand, non-Markov process (memory-based) de-
pends on previous states with lags that change from one sys-
tem to another. Such type of systems require obtaining
information about the spans of such lags within the system
and introduce more terms in the above sequential analysis
to represent such lagged components. Straightforward math-
ematical analysis can then be applied for the extended
formulations.
The effect of system consolidity on system parameter
change is demonstrated by the example shown in Fig. 2
Affected varying environment or event strength
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Figure 2 A sample of linear patterns relating the incremental system parameter change versus affected varying environment or event
strength, for different values of system consolidity index C and certain speciﬁed changeability coefﬁcient a.
452 H.T. Dorrah(see footnote4). As consolidity index is updated at each event
state l due to the change in system parameters, the system
change pathway operation will move hence and forth among
the family of curves of Fig. 2 based on the present value of
consolidity at state l until reaching in the end at the ﬁnal
event state f.
Eqs. (1)–(4) clearly indicate that any affected activity, event
or varying environment ‘‘on and above’’ the system normal sit-
uation will never pass without being intelligently recorded
through such incremental scaled-based change in system
parameters (stack-based layering changes in different classiﬁ-
cations and categorization). At the end, all successive changes
in the stack-based parameter changes under affected events be-
yond the ordinary normal system behavior (of event state l)
will constitute the overall system change pathway.
2.3. Systems change stack-based backward procedure
For the changeability coefﬁcient a „ 0, Eq. (1) can be expressed
in the form of stack-based backward (or backward stacking)
procedure ‘‘B’’, for l0 = f, f  1, . . ., m, . . ., 2, 1, (l0 is the event
state or event number used in the reverse order (index), m is the
intermediate state, and f is the ﬁnal state) as follows:4 The development of Fig. 2-like graphs in real practical situations is
an essential step towards the implementation of the generic stack-based
change pathway formulations. Such development, however, may
require intensive ﬁeld experimentations and observations on the real
life physical systems. Furthermore, the typical ranges of the consolidity
indices described in Fig. 2 based on previous real life applications are
as follows: very low (<0.5), low (0.5–1.5), moderate (1.5–5), high (5–
15), and very high (>15) [2–5].Step B1: Initialization
Initialize the procedure for the ﬁnal state at l0 = f  1 for
both system parameters and system consolidity index:
Initialize : Cðf1Þ ¼ System consolidity index
½System parametersðf1Þ ð5Þ
such that Cðf1Þ designates the ﬁnal value of the consolidity in-
dex C by applying the system physical equation(s).
Step B2: Retrieval of affected environment or event
Retrieve back the environment or event by incorporating
recorded parameter(s) change at any state l by reversing the
linear (or linearized) equation described by (2):
Affected environments or eventsðl
0Þ
¼ DSystem parameters changeðl0Þ=½a  Cðl0Þ ð6Þ
such that the item DSystem parameters change(l
0) describes
again the incremental or step parameters change at event state
l0. Moreover, the term Cðl
0Þ represents the associated value of
consolidity index based on the complete knowledge of the sys-
tem physical equations at step l0.
Step B3: System parameters reverse update
Update in reverse order the values of systems parameters
and consolidity index before the change:
System parametersðl
01Þ ¼ System parametersðl0Þ
 DSystem parameters changeðl01Þ
ð7Þ
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Cðl
01Þ ¼ System consolidity index ½System parametersðl01Þ
ð8Þ
Step B4: Proceeding to previous state
Progress to step B2 for subsequent previous state after
updating l0 ﬁ l0  1 in reverse order and so on passing by
the intermediate state and ending by the initial state.
Eqs. (5)–(8) provide the backtracking procedure of the his-
tory of affected events through sequentially disclosing the over-
laid stacking arrangements of parameters changes
corresponding to such effects. It is equivalent to the retrieving
of process of activity, event or varying environment ‘‘on and
above’’ from their corresponding intelligent recoded incremen-
tal consolidity-scaled changes of parameters (stack-based lay-
ering changes). Similarly, these equations have to be handled
during their implementation as one integrated modular stack-
based system as described in [1].
2.4. The changeability coefﬁcient
The changeability coefﬁcient ‘‘a’’ describes the durability of the
system for confronting changes. In general, the value of this
coefﬁcient is essentially related to the form of system nature
for natural systems and the type of compositions of the man-
made systems. The value of a can be determined in real life situ-
ations through extended experimentations and measurements.
The changeability coefﬁcient will be the best representable
slope of the line (or curve) plotted between the parameters
change ‘‘DSystem parameters change(l)’’ as Y-axis versus the
product of the corresponding affected events and the on-the-
spot consolidity index ‘‘CðlÞ. Affected environments or events(-
l)’’ as X-axis. This is carried out using suitable number of
events observations. Consolidity index can systematically be
calculated from the knowledge of the system physical equa-
tions at the required spot as explained in [2–4]. The ﬁtting ap-
proach could also be adjusted for nonlinear relations (such as
the exponential relation given in footnote 3) using relevant
mathematical transformations.Stack-based layering classifica
Figure 3 Various classiﬁcations and categorization of stack-based l
normal operation.Central to addressing stack-based procedure of (1)–(4) is the
determination of the two terms of System parameters(l) and
DSystem parameters change(l) for each event clocklike register
of state l. This aspect will be carried out in the next sections fol-
lowing the proposed stack-based layering methodology.
3. Stack-based layering methodology
3.1. Stack-based layering classiﬁcations and categorizations
The change pathway theory within the framework of the con-
cept of system consolidity is based on the fact that any system
parameter change will take place through changes in some
form of system physical layers of different types. These layers
follow the various classiﬁcations and categorization given in
Fig. 3, with illustration of the stack-based layering progress
of various classes in Fig. 4. The nomenclature used for desig-
nating various classes and categories is summarized in Appen-
dix A.
3.2. Stack-based layering identiﬁcation
The ﬁrst step in applying the generic modeling of the stack-
based change pathway theory is the identiﬁcation of the
stack-based layers. Such stack layers are created as physical
system changes step by step with occurrence of activities,
events and varying environment. Three main aspects are essen-
tial in the stack-based types during the identiﬁcation process,
these are: (i) stack class or group of classes, (ii) stack category,
and (iii) stack segments and sub-segment or nested sub-stacks
within stacks. These aspects are described hereafter.
(i) Stack class or group of classes
The identiﬁcation of the existence of a single class is a
straightforward operation. In fact, there are clear distinctions
of such various stack classes, and each single class can be iden-
tiﬁed based on the direction of growth from the basic original
layer. Usually, such basic layer can be easily discriminated
from the appearance of stack layer and any other gathered
information about the origin of the system.tions and categorizations
ayering systems changes subjected to events ‘‘on and above’’ their
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Figure 4 Demonstration of stack-based layering progress for various stacking classes.
454 H.T. DorrahFor simplicity of the identiﬁcation process, we could look
to the classes as two distinct groups:
Group 1: Classes S1, S2 and S3, where growths take place
upward, downward or all sided.
Group 2: Classes S4, S5 and S6, where changes are coating,
lining or scattered inside.
In many practical situations, stacking could be more com-
plex and follows a combination of the above classes. For in-
stance an industrial pipe could have corrosion at the outer
surface (class S3) and accumulation of deposits in its lining
(class S5). This leads to identifying the stacking as of combined
classes of S3 and S5.
(ii) Stack category
The following aspect in the identiﬁcation of the stacking is
to determine the stack category. They usually follow three dif-
ferent types: growing (+), shrinking (), and growing/shrink-
ing (±). It is also possible that each stack layer could have
isolated zones of different categories. An example is the teeth
crown caries as they could have decay in some parts and cal-
cium deposits in other parts.
(iii) Stack segments/sub-segments and nested sub-stacksEach stack-based layer could be more complicated in its
forming. The layer could be non-uniform containing segments
and sub-segments of different nature and appearance. More-
over, the stack-based layer could also be composed of sub-
stacks arranged in some form of organized or nested shapes.
The identiﬁcation of such sub-segmented sub-stack is very
important in the detailed modeling of the stacking process.
3.3. Stack-based layering extraction
The second step to the identiﬁcation of stack layering is the
extraction and delineation of each sub-layer in the stack. Many
available techniques can be invoked for achieving the stack-
based layering extraction process.
3.3.1. The stack-based mathematical approach
The ﬁrst approach is solely mathematical. This is carried out
using the growing staked matrices [1]. This is a new notion of
matrices with multi-directional growing structures matching
different stack classes and categories of the system change
sub-layers. These matrices posses ever growing property with
stepping of events, should expand in same direction of
growths of system sub-layers, and should capture changes
in pursuance of class and category of system inﬁnite stack
[9,10].
Consolidity: Stack-based systems change pathway theory elaborated 455To simplify the further processing of these stack-based
growing matrices, each layer (or sub-layer) or segment (or
sub-segment) boundaries should be clearly marked at the
each event state using some appropriate digital identiﬁers
(or separators). Values populating these growing matrices
would contain corresponding direct values of the physical
systems parameters or certain transferred coding in case of
dealing with color objects or images (black and white, gray
or colored).
Upon programming of the progressive allocation of any
new incoming stack-based layer of system parameters, the
size of the multi-dimensional growing matrices is incremen-
tally increases with appropriate steps, rather than being ﬁxed
values as in the programming of conventional arrays types.
Such procedure can be implemented using programming of
automata or x-languages that could allow the incorporation
of sets of inﬁnite length of sequences of symbols and
strings to match the suggested generic (inﬁnite) stack-
based formulations [7–8]. Mathematica on the other
hand has recognized the signiﬁcance of stacking and intro-
duced its own ‘‘evaluation stack’’ function named
‘‘stack[expression]’’ that maintains at each step the
currently determined expression(source: www.mathematica.
stackchange.com).1. Triangular 2. Oval/heart 3. Octal/hexagon 4. Rectangular 5. Circular/spherical
6. Elliptical 7. Star 8. Joint (multiple) and 9. Irregular
5 It must be noted that three-dimensional stacks can be obtained as a
series of two-dimensional stacks (3Dﬁ 2D modeling).The three-
dimensional (volumetric) stacks can thus be reconstructed for visual-
ization and quantitative analysis as an integration of such acquired
two-dimensional series stacks (2Dﬁ 3D modeling).3.3.2. The stack-based joint mathematical and graphical
approach
The second approach is the stack-based joint mathematical and
graphical techniques. The stack-based layering could be repre-
sented by a form of digital graphs (image matrix) obtained
from processed photos of the system. The contours of sub-lay-
ers, segments, sub-stacks, etc. could manually (or automati-
cally) be marked in such image matrices. The
implementation of advanced image processing and pattern rec-
ognition tools could give a strong impetus in this direction.
In fact, there are also a plenty of published literature in the
subjects of pattern recognition and image processing that can
provide the basic tools for the analysis and modeling of stack
contents, covering their rendering and visualization, normali-
zation and registration, segmentations and thresholding, shape
characterization and isolation, global and feature-speciﬁc mea-
surements, etc. [11–14]. The image processing also includes
template matching, image fusion, and development of image
similarity and difference transition (or transformation) equa-
tions. The process can further be extended to cover cases of
moving stacks created from recorded time sequential images.
3.4. Stack-based layering processing
The third step in the preparation of stack-based layering infor-
mation for change pathway modeling is the processing of the
extracted sub-layers, segments, sub-stacks, etc. The processing
could be carried out to determine detailed information about
these sub-stacks including their corresponding quantitiesinformation, nature, basic features. Such information could
then be fed to the generic stack-based change pathway models
for continued analysis.
The above procedure will lead to the calculations of the two
terms of System parameters(l)and DSystem parameters
change(l) for each event register l. The next step will be incor-
porating other approaches such as multisensory fusion [15,16]
and data mining [17,18]. This will help in developing the above
two terms relationship with the corresponding event or varying
environment and creating such changes for each physical sys-
tem as described in the stack-based procedure of (1)–(4).
4. Case studies of stack-based layering
In this section, the joint mathematical and graphical technique
is applied for the stack-based layering identiﬁcation, extraction
and processing of selected representable case studies. The
stack-based layering changes for each case are assumed to be
resulting due to induced excessive inﬂuencing environmental
effects or events.
4.1. Stack-based layering identiﬁcation
The selected case studies are shown as the two-dimensional
cross-sections in Fig. 5 (see footnote5). They constitute nine
different growing shapes as follows:In the ﬁrst step, the sub-layer contours are marked in the
graphs by inspecting the various stack layers of the above case
studies as, they appear to be all of growing nature (category
+) over a certain nucleons expanding outward or coating.
This makes the identiﬁed category of class S4+.
Each sub-layer is assumed to be homogenous and uniform
in nature. This means that there are no segments or sub-seg-
ments appearing in the sub-stacks. In addition, case study ‘8’
of the joint/multiple form is more complicated and contains
nested sub-stack inside the main stack.
4.2. Stack-based layering extraction
The second step in modeling the stack-based layering is the
extraction and delineation of the marked layers. The best
way for such isolation is to re-establish the stacking process
according to their normal growing succession. This is demon-
strated for the irregular case study as given in Fig. 6. The
stack-based process is elucidated in nine different scaled
graphs starting from the blank graph ‘‘0’’, then establishing
of the core or nucleus shown in graph ‘‘1’’ and so on until
the ﬁnal form is attained in scaled graph ‘‘8’’. This completes
the process of isolating and marking each stack sub-layer.
Figure 5 Case studies of the delineation of successive stack-based layering system of class S4+ (outward, outer or coating cases).
456 H.T. Dorrah4.3. Stack-based layering processing
The third step in stack-based layering analysis is the process-
ing of each marked or isolated sub-layer of case studies fol-
lowing similar ﬁgures to that of scaled graphs of Fig. 6.
The nature and form of each sub-layer can now be analyzed,
together with some calculations of the total cross-section area
of each sub-class. The results of these total areas (in cm2) are
shown for the various case studies sub-layer in Table 2a and
plotted in the three graphs of Fig. 7. Such results can further
be processed to obtain the incremental parameter changes as
shown in Table 2b. The calculated values at each event step l
correspond to system parameter(l) and D system parameter
change(l) described in the stack-based procedure of (1)–(4).
Such equations can then be applied for further forward and
backward tracking of the stack-based systems change
pathway.
More in-depth analysis can be carried out for the case stud-
ies by considering non-homogenous distribution of the colors
for each stack-based layer (or sub-layers) and segments (or
sub-segments) using the positive and negative colors deﬁnition
based on the Hue circle [19–21]. Changes on each layer or seg-
ment from one event state to the next one can easily be evalu-
ated by applying any straightforward colors difference
(subtraction) algorithm.5. Applications and ﬁndings
In this section, the stack-based layering approach is applied for
the study of several real life examples in geology, archeology,
life sciences, ecology, environmental science, engineering,
materials, medicine, biology, sociology, humanities, and many
other disciplines [22,23]. The stack-based layering changes for
each application are assumed to be resulting as discussed
above due to induced inﬂuencing activities, varying environ-
ments or events.
5.1. Geology and archeology
The science of geology represents a very rich ﬁeld for investi-
gating various forms of stack-based layering. Geological for-
mations or deﬁned layers (strata) are central to the geologic
discipline, and can be divided into members and are themselves
classiﬁed together into various groups [24]. In general, forma-
tion is used also to describe odd shapes (form) that rock ac-
quire through depositional (stack class S1+) or erosional
(stack class S3) processes.
Examples of the depositional formation of stack class S1+
and erosional stack class S3 are shown in ﬁve different photos
of Fig. 8a–e. The main identiﬁed features of these stack layers
can be summarized as follows:
μ=8, A=19.1416, ΔA=4.5343μ=6, A=8.9480, ΔA=3.4269 μ=7, A=14.6073, ΔA=5.6593
μ=5, A=5.5211, ΔA=2.5782μ=3, A=0.1677, ΔA=0.9569 μ=4, A=2.9428, ΔA=1.7752
μ=2, A=0.2108, ΔA=0.2042μ=0, A=0.0000, ΔA=0.0000 μ=1, A=0.0066, ΔA=0.0066
1 20
4 53
7 86
Figure 6 Illustrative steps followed for the evaluation of the delineated stack-based cross-section areas (A) and changed area (DA) per
event register l of the irregular shape case study given in Fig. 5.
Table 2 Evaluation of the delineated stack-based two-dimensional cross-section areas (A) and changed area (DA) per event register
state l of the case studies given in Fig. 5.
Ser. Case study Cross-section area ‘‘A’’ (cm2) per event register state l
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
(a) Cross-section area ‘‘A’’ (System parameters(l))
1 Triangular 0.0000 0.0028 0.1065 0.4262 1.1412 2.5360 5.0859 7.9855 10.3145
2 Oval/Heart 0.0000 0.0026 0.3883 1.0113 2.3435 4.5806 6.5526 8.8264 11.3341
3 Octal/Hexagon 0.0000 0.0050 0.3507 1.4648 3.1812 5.6316 7.8984 10.2924 12.4351
4 Rectangular 0.0000 0.0050 0.1732 0.7281 2.3894 4.1661 6.3112 9.4105 13.0157
5 Circulars/Spherical 0.0000 0.0026 0.1401 0.4983 1.4629 3.4097 6.3169 10.7763 14.4293
6 Elliptical 0.0000 0.0061 0.5614 1.5606 3.1959 5.6673 8.3077 12.5893 16.2980
7 Star 0.0000 0.0023 0.0312 0.1048 0.6650 2.4505 5.6220 10.6075 16.1161
8 Joint (multiple) 0.0000 0.0053 0.1200 0.3093 0.7979 1.4011 6.6178 16.9446 22.4983
9 Irregular 0.0000 0.0066 0.2108 1.1677 2.9428 5.5211 8.9480 14.6073 19.1416
Ser. Case study Changed cross-section area ‘‘DA’’ (cm2) per event register state l
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
(b) Changed cross-section area ‘‘DA’’ (DSystem parameters change(l))
1 Triangular 0.0000 0.0028 0.1037 0.3196 0.7150 1.3948 2.5499 2.8996 2.3289
2 Oval/Heart 0.0000 0.0026 0.3857 0.6230 1.3323 2.2371 1.9720 2.2739 2.5077
3 Octal/Hexagon 0.0000 0.0050 0.3457 1.1141 1.7164 2.4505 2.2668 2.3940 2.1427
4 Rectangular 0.0000 0.0050 0.1682 0.5548 1.6613 1.7767 2.1451 3.0993 3.6052
5 Circulars/Spherical 0.0000 0.0026 0.1375 0.3582 0.9646 1.9468 2.9072 4.4595 3.6530
6 Elliptical 0.0000 0.0061 0.5553 0.9992 1.6353 2.4714 2.6404 4.2817 3.7087
7 Star 0.0000 0.0023 0.0290 0.0736 0.5602 1.7855 3.1715 4.9855 5.5087
8 Joint (multiple) 0.0000 0.0053 0.1147 0.1893 0.4886 0.6032 5.2166 10.3269 5.5537
9 Irregular 0.0000 0.0066 0.2042 0.9569 1.7752 2.5782 3.4269 5.6593 4.5343
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Figure No. Description Stacking features
8a Volcanic coastline forming special natural coastal
geomorphology (or free-standing sea stacks), Madeira
(Ponta de Sao Lourenco) Islands, Portugal
(source: www.ngn.nationalgeographic.com)
Stack feature formed from steep and vertical columns
of rocks of stack class S1+ with continued natural erosive
forces of time, wind and water of stack class S3
8b Stripped geological and paleontological limestone and
sandstone layers with Scottish fossils, St. Monans Midland
Valley, Scotland, UK (source: www.stmonans.ukfossils.co.uk)
Distinct stack layered of with bedding planes packed trace
fossils, and whole layers of rock full of fossil corals and
crinoids of stack classes S1 and S6±
8c Formed Giant Causeway of basalt interlocking mostly
hexagonal columns due to volcanic eruptions, located
northeast coast of Northern Ireland (source:
www.commons.wikimedia.org)
Top of the columns form stepping stones, that lead from
the cliﬀ foot and disappear under the sea, having stack-based
layers of stack classes S3+ and S6+
8d Fire wave stripped red sandstone formation layers
shifted due to the movement of sand dunes during
the age of dinosaurs of the Valley of Fire State Park,
Nevada, USA (source: www.oceanlight.com)
A distinct non-uniform layer stacked one over the other
containing segments and sub-segments of stack classes
S1+ and S3±
8e Thick stacks of sedimentary rock layers on the
Planet of Mars. Layers of similar thickness repeat dozens
to hundreds of times in rocks exposed inside four craters
in the Arabia Terra region of Mars. (credit to
NASA and JPL-Caltech, source: www.jpl.nasa.gov)
Stacks are formed in rhythmic patterns due to
climate change cycles persisting for millions of years. Each
layer has weathered into a stair step in the topography
of stack class S3±
458 H.T. DorrahIn general, the suggested change pathway theory applies to
the geological stack-based layers formation of the Earth and
similarly to the other planets such as the Planet of Mars.More-
over, the delineation of the boundaries of the stack-based geo-
logical layers of Fig. 8a–e for modeling analysis can easily be
performed either visually or through appropriate pattern rec-
ognition separation techniques. The approach can then be ex-
tended to divide further the delineated layers to their smaller
units including the identiﬁcation of any existing segments
and sub-segments within each layer.
Other related application to geology is archeology. An
example of man-made structures is the building of the Egyptian
Sphinx statute following stratigraphy-like form. Its formation
was based on stack-based layers imitating exactly the natural
geological layers following the combined stack class layers
carved from limestone assembled according to stack class
S1+. It was then covered with outside cement coating of stack
class S3+ turned now to class S3 due to natural erosions
(source: www.aeraweb.org). The same stack-based layering
concept applies to the building of all the Egyptian Pyramids
following several forms of the stack types (source:
www.hirstarts.com).
Various stack-based layering formations can easily be ap-
plied for the investigation of archeological records, analyzing
recovered excavation, and modeling fossilized remains for evo-
lutionary studies (stack classes S1 and S6) [25,26]. Modern re-
mote sensing, areal investigations and ﬁeld photography have
given advanced tools toward the proper analysis of the stack-
based archeological layering.
A related ﬁeld to geology is astronomy which also repre-
sents a very wealthy ﬁeld for applying the stack-based layering
theory. In fact, each rocky or gas giant planet member of our
solar system is by itself composed of huge stack-based nearly
spherical layers, organized one upon another over an inner so-
lid (rocky or metallic) core mainly of stack class S4± A similar
stacking pattern is followed in the star or planet formationwhere the core is ﬁrst created from a collapsed shrinking/spin-
ning gas ball(s), gradually surrounded by rolling out excess gas
and dust of pancake-like disks, and eventually clumped to-
gether to form the star or planet (credit to NASA and JPL-
Caltech, source: www.jpl.nasa.gov).
The stacking concept can similarly be applied to the layer-
by-layer evolutionary pathways applications in the universe
since inception, where the word ‘‘evolution’’ refers linguistically
to ‘‘any kind of gradual or progressive change’’ (see Raﬁe
Mavaddat - source: www.epuu.org).
5.2. Life sciences, ecology and environmental science
The stack-based change pathway theory can easily be applied
to many applications in life sciences discipline, induced due to
inﬂuencing environmental effects and events [27,28].
The ﬁrst application is the forming of real life stones as
shown in Fig. 9. These stones take various shapes respectively
as follows:
(a) Spherical.
(b) Elliptical (volcanic pumice rock – source:
www.growingbolders.com).
(c) Heart shape (beach stone).
(d) Oval (volcanic pumice stone – source:
www.hammamritual.com).
(e) Irregular (three stones from hell, Manam Island volcano
– source: www.messersmith.name).
(f) Joint/multiple.
These stones could be formed by stack class S4+ type, or as
byproduct of volcanic activation. Volcanic rocks often have
vesicular texture caused by voids left by volatiles escaping
from the hot molten magmas. On the other hand, pumice is
an example of explosive volcanic eruption, which is so vesicu-
lar that it ﬂoats in water.
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Figure 7 Stack-based layers growth of different case studies of Fig. 5 measured by total surface areas in cm2.
Consolidity: Stack-based systems change pathway theory elaborated 459Other applications in life sciences are the stack-based layer-
ing of tree trunk, trametes versicolor fungus, and agate stones
as elucidated in Fig. 10a–i described hereafter.
For tree trunk, the three cross-sections of Fig. 10a–c are se-
lected for illustrating the distinct stack-based ring layer growth
following stack class of type S4+ (source: www.bot-
any.uwe.ac.za). The width of the tree ring stones measures
the amount of growth that has taken during any climatic or
seasonal cycles, and indicates the growing condition for these
climatic cycle. When the conditions are good, the tree grows
faster and so lays down more tissue in the climate cycle, result-
ing in a wider growth ring which remains unchanged after it isformed. Poor conditions means slower growth, less tissue laid
down and consequently a narrower ring (stack layer).
Another example of stacks is the trametes versicolor, often
called the ‘‘turkey tail,’’ as elucidated in Fig. 10d–f (source:
www.ﬂickr.com). It is one of the most common mushrooms
growing by nature in North American woods and has dubious
distinction of being the only member of the forest fungal com-
munity not named for the full bird, but a feathery fraction
(source: www.mushroomexpert.com). The mushrooms stack-
based layering zones represent contrasts in texture as well as
color, so that fuzzy zones alternate with smoother ones
depending on their inﬂuencing weathering environments.
Figure 8 Selected examples in geology of forming different stack-based layers (class S1+) or subject to side erosion by wind, water waves,
etc. (class S3). (Photos ‘‘a–d’’ are from Earth, while Photo ‘‘e’’ is from the planet of Mars.)
460 H.T. DorrahStacks of agate stone formation are shown in Fig. 10g–i.
Agate crystal is a form of mineral quartz, created when naturalimpurities cause it to be colored forming a band like appear-
ance (of the stack types S4+ and S6±. In real life, general
Figure 9 Selected examples in life sciences of stack-based formed real life stones of different shapes ((a) spherical, (b) elliptical, (c) heart,
(d) oval, (e) irregular and (f) joint/multiple).
Figure 10 Selected miscellaneous examples in life sciences of stack-based layers formation of tree trunks (a–c), trametes versicolor or
turkey tail fungus (d–f), and agate stones (g–i).
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462 H.T. Dorrahforms of agate are banded agate (with successive parallel lines),
rebind agate, and stripped agate; each is having special fea-
tures of the stack-based layer formation (credit to Kentucky
agate- source: www.uky.edu).
Other important applications of life science appear in ecology
and environmental sciencewhose stack-based parameter changes
can apply to ecology of forests, rivers, mountains, aquaculture,
living beings, remnants of plants and animals, weathering, ero-
sions, sedimentation of different types, etc. [29,30]. There are
many good examples of ecological and environmental science
systems relevant to stack layering formation as shown hereafter.
The ﬁrst example is the creation of lenticular (or pancakes)
cloud stacks in environmental science as given in Fig. 11a–c. Such
clouds are formed by high winds blowing over the tops of hills
and mountains all year around and may remain stationary over
one spot for hours. On the other hand, the supercell or rotating
stacked thunderstorm shown in Fig. 11d is a stacked force of
nature that contains a deep and unrelenting rotating updraft
producing large hail storms, ﬂash ﬂoods and lightning. A similar
stack-based layering process in nature is the formation andmelt-
ing (induced by climate change) of icebergs ﬂoating in oceans
and lakes of Antarctic and glacial areas as elucidated in
Fig. 11e (source: www.physics.stackexchange.com).
The second example is the accumulation of ashes and small
particles from volcanic eruptions covering nearby areas (stack
class S1±). The third example is the forming of natural spher-
ical snow-ice or snow rolling balls on cold weathers and moun-
tainous areas (stack class S4+). The fourth example can be
observed in oceanography which is concerned with the stacking
of powerful oceans currents one a top of other forming massive
underwater rivers that ﬂow along the bottom of the oceans
(source:www.crystalinks.com/oceanews.html).
Many other ecological systems may also be examined within
the stack-based layering framework during the study of interac-
tion among organisms and their environment, covering life pro-
cesses, interactions, adaptations and succession development as
well as the movement of materials through living communities.
5.3. Engineering and materials
Engineering andmaterials provide good disciplines for the appli-
cation of stack-based change pathway paradigm [31–35]. TwoFigure No. Description
12a Cast iron pipes sedimentation and depositions caused
by drinking water turbidity leading to the mobilization
of suspended solid sediments (source: www.dvgw.de)
12b Corrosion, atmospheric oxidation and rusts progressing
in the outside surface of an industrial pipe
(source: www.supercoatingsolution.com)
12c Corrosion and wearing on a vehicle brake wheel at the
outside metal surface due to usage and weather condition
(source: www.mottester.wardpress.com)
12d Corrosion and rusting aﬀecting metal surface causing sur
oxidation and degradation (source:
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/corrosion)
12e Carbonization process progressing on concrete slab starti
at surface and penetrating into the concrete enforcing reb
steel (source: www.timberwise.co.uk)main problems commonly appearing in industrial, mechanical,
chemical, civil, aerospace, marine and material engineering
applications are considered in this section, namely (i) Sedimen-
tation, corrosion and rusts, and (ii) Fatigue, creep and shrink-
ages. The successive progress of these aspects in real life
engineering applications is induced due to some inﬂuencing
environmental effects or events and follows typical stack-based
layering patterns of various classes as described hereafter.
5.3.1. Sedimentation, corrosion and rusts
One of the important change pathways effects in many engi-
neering applications is the problem of sedimentation, corro-
sion and rusts [31].
Sedimentations usually take place in the piping systemdue to
the accumulation of sediments of both organic and inorganic
suspended particles of different sizes and densities carried out li-
quid ﬂow inside these pipelines. These particles may induce par-
ticular formations or agglomerate to form larger or denser
particles that accumulate inside the pipelines. Internal deposi-
tion and sedimentation in pipelines (or tanks) could create both
uniform and non-uniform stack layering. The stack-based layers
are created step by step inside the lining of such pipelines (or the
bed of the tanks) causing performance degradation and quality
deterioration of the engineering processes, following the layer-
ing system of stack types S5 (or S2) respectively.
Next to deposition and sedimentation, there is corrosion
which is the gradual destruction of materials, (usually metals)
by chemical reaction with its environment. Corrosion can also
occur in materials other than metals, such as ceramics or poly-
mers. In general, corrosion is the atmospheric oxidation of ex-
posed surfaces, which means that oxygen combines with the
surface material and forms a new layer. The corrosion and
rusts take place following certain stages (stack-based layers).
They begin with red, black or white corrosion deposits on
the surface, followed by corrosion of material points from
the surface, appearance of pinholes, and then penetration of
the surface creating rust holes. This process follows exactly
both homogenous or non-homogenous patterns of the stack
class of type S3.
Selected examples of engineering applications subjected to
sedimentation, corrosion and rusts are presented in Fig. 12a–
e, and summarized as follows:Stacking features
Uniform and non-uniform stack layering inside the pipes
lining of the form of S5+
Homogenous and non-homogenous corrosion of the stack
form of S3±
s
Homogenous and non-homogenous corrosion and wearing
of the stack form of S3±
face Homogenous and non-homogenous corrosion and oxidation
of the stack form of S3±
ng
ar
Homogenous and non-homogenous carbonization and
corrosion concrete and rebar steel of classes S3 and S6
Figure 11 Some selected examples ‘‘a to d’’ of lenticular (or pancakes) cloud stacks in environmental science ((a) summit of Mount
Rainier, near Seattle, Washington, USA, credit to Mr. Kevin Ebi, (b) clouds over Woodlands, Queensland, Australia, source:
www.reddit.com, (c) sunrise shot of Mount St. Helens, the Paciﬁc Northwest region of the United States, source: www.meteotimes.net, (d)
supercells or rotating stacked thunderstorm, The great plains of USA, source: www.theweatherprediction.com). Photo ‘‘e’’ represents the
stack-based layering melting process of icebergs in Disko Bay, Greenland, credit to Paul Souders.
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Other important change pathways effects common in most
engineering applications are the problems of fatigue, creep
and shrinkages [32–34]. These effects could lead in the end to
system deterioration, fracture and deformation.Creep (deformation) is the tendency of a solid material
to move slowly or deform permanently under the inﬂuence
of mechanical stresses. It can occur as a result of long-
term exposure to high levels of stress that are still below
the yield strength of the material. Creep can occur in poly-
Figure 12 Examples of stack-based layering formation in engineering and materials ((a) internal pipes sedimentation of class S4+, (b)
external pipes corrosion and rusts of class S3±, (c) car brake wheel of rusts of class S3±, (d) metal surface rusts and corrosion of class S3±,
(e) structural slab concrete surface corrosion of classes S3 and S6).
464 H.T. Dorrahmers and metals which are considered viscoelastic materials
[33].
Fatigue, on the other hand, is the progressive and localized
structural damage that occurs when a material is subjected to
cyclic loadings such as mechanical or thermal types. Fatigue
occurs when a material is subjected to repeated loading and
unloading. If the loads are above a certain threshold, micro-
scopic (or granules) cracks will begin to form, leading at the
end to material sudden fracture [33].
Both creep and fatigue affect the whole materials and could
cause a combination of several stack-based layering types. Incarrying out the stack-based analysis, the changeability coefﬁ-
cient a for each application will depend on many factors such
as properties of main material constituents, shapes of the
materials, the macro-mechanical characteristics, thermal prop-
erties, and behavior of the materials (strength, elasticity, creep,
and shrinkage) [33].
Some selected applications showing the classiﬁcation of
stack-based layering changes due to fatigue, creep and
shrinkages are presented in Fig. 13a–h, and described as
follows:
Figure No. Description Stacking features
13a–d Creep and fatigue behavior in welded steel AISI joint
(a. pure creep damage, b. pure fatigue damage,
c. creep-fatigue damage, d. number of cycles to failure) [32]
Geometry of the creep and fatigue eﬀects includes both
outside surface and inside materials of combined stack
classes of S3 and S6
13e Creep and shrinkage (macro-mechanical) behavior of
composite materials (structural concrete) showing spatial
distribution of aggregate particles at surface
(source: www.labmilwauki.com)
Spatial distribution changes take place at both outside
surfaces and inside core materials and follow stack
classes S3 and S6
13f Corrosion fatigue in ﬂexible oil and gas pipeline due to the
eﬀect of internal high pressure stress and subject to external
ultra-deep water environmental conditions (source:
www.pipelinesinternational.com)
Fatigue takes place inside the pipeline (high pressure eﬀects)
and outside (external environmental conditions) following
combined stack classes of S3, S5 and S6
13g Thermal fatigue of wall tube steel pipe of electricity
generation plant boiler causing fracture and cracks
(source: www.natconic.com)
Proﬁle gradual changes due to fatigue includes internal, external
and the core of the pipe following stack classes of S3, S5 and S6
13h Concrete damage due to creep, shrinkages and aging
(known as thermo-viscoelastic material aging)
(source: www.antech.com)
Creep and shrinkages with apparent cracks at outside surface
and inside the concrete with combined stack classes of S3 and S6
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out that the celebrated Periodic Table of Elements developed
originally by Dimitry Mendeleev (1864) is a direct manifesta-
tion of the stack-based layering theory (of stack type S4±);
vide also the related discussions of Rory Solomon on software
stacking, source: www.amodern.nert. The periodic table which
lie at the core of chemistry has 7 rows (periods) and 18 columns
(groups) describing the ordered naturally induced periodic
stacking at the atomic level. For each period, the number of
electron shells (layers) stays the same across the period, while
additional number of protons is gradually stacked at the nu-
cleus. For each successive group, there are a large number of
protons and neutrons gradually stacked in the nucleus, and
an additional shell (layer) of electrons [34].
Another key application in materials is the incorporation of
extended atomic stacking in building crystal structure materials
through producing arranged molecular layers of various build-
ing forms of lattices (source: www.chem1.com). Moreover,
new progresses have included the recent aspect of advanced
materials developed by induced stacking at the molecular level.
This has led to creating innovative types of materials with spe-
cial properties and functionality. Examples are the manufactur-
ing of new advanced engineering, energy, healthcare, and
optical materials [35].
5.4. Medicine and biology
Medicine provides a very rich ﬁeld where all types of stack
classes can be applied [36–40]. The ﬁrst application in medi-
cine is the formation of renal and bladder stones in human
body. Examples of various shapes of the stones are shown
in Fig. 14a–f. They cover the spherical, elliptical, triangular,
star, joint (multiple) and irregular stones shapes. They are
formed when urine becomes very concentrated, which allow
minerals like calcium or magnesium to crystallize forming
stones that vary in size, shape and texture following the stack
class S4+. Similar analysis also applies to gall bladder stones
formation.Other stack-based layering formations in the human body
are illustrated in Fig. 15a–f. These application cases are re-
sulted from induced inﬂuencing environmental effects and
events and are summarized as follows:
The ﬁrst case of Fig. 15a known as atherosclerosis is the
stack-based accumulation of cholesterol and fatty materials
in the internal lining (the intimas) of human arteries and vein
tubes. The process follows arranged lining layers of stack class
S5+. Stack-based layered phasing as it appears from the above
ﬁgure commences by normal artery, followed by depositing
fatty materials in vessel walls, then tear in artery wall, and end-
ing by blocking of the narrow artery by blood clot (source:
www.nlm.nih.gov). .
The second case of Fig. 15b is the process of healing of inju-
ries, wounds and burns. The process involves inﬂammation in
the form of heat, swelling (edema), pain, and weakness of mus-
cles involved in the birthing process (source: www.whitetiger-
naturalmedicine.com). The process of self-repairs of skins or
other organs tissues follows stack class of type S3±.
The third case of Fig. 15c describes the microscopic view of
lungs due to smoking. This leads to choked lung full of black
tar, nicotine and toxic substances deposits versus the normal
lung with good tissue spacing (source: www.kentwood.photo-
shelter.com). Such affected lung patterns follow stack class
of type S6+.
The fourth case is bones osteoporoses as elucidated in
Fig. 15d. Osteoporoses (spongy bone) are a condition of de-
creased bone mass. As it appears in the photo, the normal
bone marrow having small holes with it is transferred into
bones with osteoporosis with much larger spongy holes
(source: www.dishmag.com). The stack-based process of oste-
oporoses follows stack class of type S6.
Another application in medicine is the use of gold and silver
nanoparticles as agents for cancer therapy [41,42]. These nano-
particles are produced through the nanotechnologies that de-
sign and control the shape and size of particles at the
nanometer scale. The technique is basically induces through
injecting these nanoparticles inside the cancerous tissues
Figure 13 Selected examples in engineering and materials of stack-based creep and fatigue for various applications ((a–d) mechanical
welding joint, (e) composite materials, (f) inside oil and gas pipe surface, (g) steam turbine pipe, (h) structural concrete surface).
466 H.T. Dorrah(excessive inﬂuence event of stake type S6+) signiﬁcant
changes in their physical properties by improving their self-
consolidity. Nonetheless, mathematical models have still to
be developed for adjusting at each case the most appropriate
dozing of such injected nanoparticles within the frameworks
of the consolidity concept and the stack-based system change
pathway theory.
One of the important application of the stack-based theory
in ophthalmology is the cataracts (the clouding of lens inside
the eye) [43,44]. Various selected shapes of cataracts are shown
in Fig. 16a–i. With cataract the protein in the eye lens, which is
normally arranged in a precise way, has clumped together and
has formed a cloud in an area of the lens (source: www.ohio-
eye.com). Cataracts can form at different lens layers starting
mostly at the nucleolus part of the lens. Over time, it may de-
velop into a larger area of the lens, making it harder to see fol-
lowing mainly stack-based classes of S4+ and S6±. The
patterns of such cataracts clouding are versatile. Examplesare rectangular, circular, elliptical, oval, star, joint/multiple,
or irregular, etc.
Other applications cases in medicine are the following:
(i) Forming of the ﬁbrosis of humans’ organs tissues (class
S6±).
(ii) Growing of tumors on thyroid, liver, spleen and
lymph nodes, and pancreas (stack classes S3± and
S6±).
(iii) Change in human brain neuron, nerves alls and neuro-
transmitter due to external abnormal psychiatric inﬂu-
ences (class S6±).
(iv) Stack-based teeth crown caries/decay and internal teeth
cavitations (classes of type S3 and S6).
For proper in-depth analysis of all above processes, succes-
sive images through clinical trials depicting the progress phases
of such stack-based layering are essential.
Figure 14 Selected examples in medicine of stack-based formed human crystalline urine and bladder stones of class S4+ ((a) spherical,
(b) elliptical, (c) triangular, (d) star, (e) joint/multiple, (f) irregular).
(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 15 Miscellaneous examples in medicine of stack-based formation in the human body of different classes ((a) accumulations of
cholesterol and fatty deposits in the internal lining or the atherosclerosis inside the intima of human arteries and vein tubes, (b) healing
process of injuries and burns, (c) change in normal to chocked lungs due deposits of tar, nicotine and toxic substances due to smoking, (d)
transfer of normal bones to the osteoporoses form).
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Figure 16 Selected examples in ophthalmology of the geometric shapes of stack-based cataracts layering in the lens inside the eye.
6 The developed global consolidity-based change pathway theory is
also applicable to additional classes of man-made and natural systems
in other sciences and disciplines. Examples are evolutionary systems,
applied sciences, nanotechnology, astronomy, astronautics, cybernet-
ics, health, psychiatry, dentistry, genetics, veterinary medicine, phar-
macology, physical anthropology hydrology and hydraulics,
informatics, bioinformatics, economics, ﬁnance, psychology, manage-
ment and political sciences, operations research, philosophy, educa-
tion, religion, mass communication, emotions, performing arts, visual
468 H.T. DorrahA very close discipline to medicine for the application of
stack-based layering formulation is biology [45]. Many applica-
ble cases can be found during the analysis of living organisms
structure, growth, evolution, distribution, and taxonomy,
when subjected to events or varying environments ‘‘on and
above’’ their normal situation. Examples are the excessively
inﬂuenced biological and biochemical reactions and processes
in human and living organisms. Such reactions lead to corre-
sponding molecular stacking (such as of the nested coaxial or
helical forms) of higher order aggregated protein, RNA and
DNA tertiary structures of different types [45].
Recent development in biology has also resulted in the use of
protein structures andDNAorigami in both 2Dand 3D induced
vertical stacking formations in nano-scale devises [46]. Emerging
supramolecular DNA nanotechnology has also combined
DNA’s remarkable feasibility of low-cost programmable self-
assembly stacking process with other chemical species, which
would enhance protein and DNA with advanced chemical and
physical properties (source: www.openwetware.org).
5.5. Sociology and humanities
For sociology and humanities, the notion of stack-based system
building can also be applied through stack-based layering
formed in expressive or descriptive manner. Examples are the
multi-layer formed segments and sub-segments of poetry and
human self-accumulation of knowledge and learning in educa-
tion (see for example the home school curriculum of ‘‘layers of
learning’’, source: www.layers-of-learning.com).
Other stack-based change pathways layering applications in
sociology and humanities are the modeling of ecological
humanities integrating effects of environmental philosophy,
environmental history and environmental anthropology [47],
the evolutionary linguistics incorporating origin and develop-
ment of languages [48], and the social stratiﬁcation of people
in a changing society based on economic, social, political,
mobility and ideological dimensions [49].The painting of Inferno can demonstrate in addition one of the
masterpiece examples of the stack-based layering structures in visual
arts (source:www.worldofdante.org). Sandro Botticelli excelled this
painting (c. 1480–1495), after being inspired by the poem of Divine
Comedy written by Dante Alighieri (c. 1308–1321). It provided an
imaginative illustration of the Hell conceived by the painter as a
multi-circles stack-based layered vertical structure of extremist
inﬂuencing environmental effects and events.
As for performing arts, the music, theatre, opera, ﬁlm, and
video are common examples in our daily life of man-made cre-
ative inﬂuencing activities of integrated vertical and horizontal
stack-based layered compositions; for instance see the analysis
of foreground, middle-ground and background of music
layering developed by Heinrich Schenker (1868-1935) (source:
www.schenkerguide.com). Same stack layering applies to com-
posed sounds of nature, such as the thunders, tropical rains
and ocean waves sounds.
5.6. Global applications
5.6.1. Example of global applications
We can ﬁnd everywhere in various ﬁelds that all systems are
following the stack-based change pathway behavior when sub-
jected to inﬂuencing activities, events or varying environments
‘‘on and above’’ their normal situations. Such concept can be
generalized to various change pathway applications in various
sciences and disciplines.6arts, music, and athletics.
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Figure 17 A new conceptual schematic diagram for the general inter-related global multi-stacking layering network showing the mutual
stack-based changes balancing process through an ideal case of lossless bi-directional transfer piping process (P1n denotes a general piping
connection between stack-based layer(s) #1 and stack-based layer(s) #n).
7 It must be pointed out that the multi-stacking layering network of
Fig. 17 is different in handling compared to the other conventional
networks reported in the literature. At the same common point in the
time scale ‘‘t’’, each stack say of #n is separately operating at different
point of associated event step ln which is also particular for each
individual case. Each stack in the network has its own self-consolidity
that changes with its own event state.
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pathway theory could lead to a real revolutionary advance-
ment in the global modeling and analysis in various disciplines.
For instance as a demonstration, in medicine it is amenable
now to build stack-based incremental global models of human
beings that replicate such effects and adjusted by each human
speciﬁc self-consolidity. These models should incorporate com-
bined abnormal diets and harmful medications that could
sequentially be transformed into harmful effects. Examples of
these resulting effects are the following:
(a) formation of crystalline stone masses,
(b) depositing of toxic substances,
(c) accumulation of cholesterol and fats,
(d) formation of the ﬁbrosis of organs tissues and brain neu-
rons/nerves
(e) gradual spreading of bones osteoporosis,
(f) creation of teeth crown caries and internal cavitations,
(g) gradual forming of thin cataracts layers in the lens inside
eye,
(h) progressing of skin wrinkles and ravages, etc.
leading at the end to partial or full malfunction of the var-
ious human organs. Such modeling will incorporate the chro-
nological state at the system basic level, and the biological
state at the system upper level.5.6.2. Handling global applications
In handling the global problems, it is always difﬁcult to isolate
changes in any system stacking layer(s) from its neighboring
stacks within its operation domain. Therefore, the physical
layer conﬁguration of Fig. 1 should be extended to incorporate
the inter-relations with other stack-based layers in the system
domain as illustrated by the multi-staking layering network of
Fig. 17 (see footnote7). In this ﬁgure, the interaction with each
other stack is conceptually represented for simplicity by the
ideal case of lossless bi-directional transfer piping system.
In the multi-stacking networks conﬁguration of Fig. 17,
changes are mutually transferred (or exchanged) through bi-
directional piping process with the inter-related stacking layers.
This is essential for maintaining the common laws of the preser-
vation ofmasses and energy. For instance, a growing stack at cer-
tain point say S+ should be transferred to shrinking stacks S at
other points, and vice versa; thus following stack-based changes
470 H.T. Dorrahbalancing process. The samemulti-stacking networks concept ap-
plies for the upper layer(s) of the event-driven system of Fig. 1.
The mathematical formulations of the above global inter-
related cases will require introducing multi-dimensional stack-
based growing matrices matching the multi-stacking network
nodes. These matrices should have multi-directional growing
structures that could capture the inter-related changes in pur-
suance of class and category of system (inﬁnite) multi-stacking
features.
The multi-stacking networks of global stack-based layering
formulations should be simultaneously solved for the system
change pathway according to the steps depicted as follows:
5.7. Findings summary
It is interesting to observe the general similarities of the struc-
tures and formations of the stack-based shapes between vari-
ous presented applications including the case studies. Such
general similarities evidently elucidate the global concept of
the ‘‘fractals-general stacking behavior’’ of real life systems dur-
ing their change pathways (Fractals are deﬁned in the ﬁrst
place as complex geometric shapes that exhibit repeating pat-
terns and often these shapes resemble patterns occurring natu-
rally in the physical world [50]). Moreover, these similarities
would naturally encourage moving ahead using the methodol-
ogies presented toward building generic modular stack-based
systems or blocks for each stack type and category rather than
handling each problem separately [51]. These systems or blocks
could be of the mathematical, programming, and hardware
representations of each stack-based layering type and category
using various methodologies given in the paper.Step no. Description
i Stack-based forward (or forward stacking) procedure: The blocks built from (1)–(4) are formulated for each stack,
sub-stack, and component. These formulated blocks should also include all the terms modeling the inter-relations
between the various multi-stacking nodes
ii The formulated network blocks with inter-relations are expressed in the form of multi-dimensional stack-based
growing matrices matching the multi-stacking network nodes. Same step can be alternatively be applied using the
suggested stack-based joint mathematical and graphical approach invoking the image matrix concept
iii The overall growing matrices or image matrices formulation is simultaneously solved by incorporating one by
one all the inﬂuencing aﬀects and events on the various network nodes in their respective successions
iv The complete multi-stacking network change pathway is obtained by performing the above starting from the
system initial state step by step until ending by the ﬁnal system state
v Stack-based backward (or backward stacking) procedure: With the complete knowledge of the multi-stacking
network change pathway and under certain reversibility requirements, the retrieval of the historical aﬀected inﬂuences
and events can be made by invoking a reversed formulation built similarly from combined blocks of (5)–(8) with all
inter-relations for each stack, sub-stack and component in the multi-stacking network. The procedure is applied step
by step moving from the ﬁnal state until ending by the initial system stateThe suggested modular systems or blocks could then be
incorporated with some appropriate adjustment for each sim-
ilar stack-based application when subjected to induced inﬂu-
encing activities, environmental effects or events. This would
deﬁnitely yield the saving of tremendous future efforts of repet-
itive research in various ﬁelds. Such modular stack-based sys-
tems can also be used when dealing with the global inter-
related multi-stacking layering networks.
In this situation of multi-stacking networks, the ideal case of
lossless bi-directional transfer piping system conﬁguration canbe assumed for simplicity to carry out conceptually any mutual
stack-based balancing of the changes within the domain of the
original stack-based operation. Moreover, the multi-stacking
network formulations can similarly be applied under certain
reversibility conditions in reverse order for stack-based back-
ward tracking of the affected inﬂuences and events.
6. Conclusions
The paper has elaborated the important subject of stack-based
layering analysis within the framework of consolidity-based
change pathway theory. Such change pathway theory is essen-
tially based on the joint system time-driven and event-driven con-
ﬁguration and applying the important overall systems paradigm
of ‘‘Time driven-event driven-parameters change’’, that can be
represented by the following symbolic inter-related triangle:
Time “t”
Event “µ“
System Change
“Δ Parameters”
The elaborated analysis included the identiﬁcation, extrac-
tion, and processing of various delineated stack-based layering
of different classes and categories. The system methodology
has been discussed based on either the stack-basedmathematical
approach using the multi-dimensional growing stack matrices
or a through stack-based jointmathematical and graphical tech-
nique using image matrix representation. Case studies and real
life applications have been provided for illustrating the applica-bility of the presented methodology. These case studies and se-
lected applications revealed that there are general similarities
of the stack layering structures and formations among all the
various research ﬁelds. Such general similarities evidently dem-
onstrate the global concept of the ‘‘fractals-general stacking
behavior’’ of real life systems during their change pathways.
It is recommended that many efforts should be exerted now
for the full-scale implementation of such stack-based layering
analysis as a mandatory step toward further pursuing the glo-
bal consolidity-based change pathway theory. These efforts
Symbol Description
a changeability coeﬃcient
B1, B2, . . . the 1st, 2nd, . . . steps of the stack-based backward
(or backward stacking) procedure
b general coeﬃcient
C consolidity index
Cl consolidity index at event state step l
(dimensionless)
D incremental
f ﬁnal (or end) event state
F1, F2, . . . the 1st, 2nd, . . . steps of the stack-based forward
(or forward stacking) procedure
i index
m intermediate event state
l event state or event number (index)
l0 event state or event number used in the reverse order
(index)
n total number of stacks in the multi-staking
layering network
P1n a general piping connection between stack-based
layer(s) #1 and stack-based layer(s) #n
S stack of blank type (zones of versatile categories
or its categories cannot clearly be speciﬁed)
S0 stack of empty or vacant type
S1 stack of type above, top or upward
S2 stack of type beneath, bottom or downward
S3 stack of type single, double or all sided (external)
S4 stack of type outward, outer or coating of certain
original system core or nucleus
S5 stack of type inward, inner or lining of certain
hollow or empty space inside the basic original system
S6 stack of type within, in-between or scattered (internal)
S stack of shrinking type
S+ stack of growing type
S± stack of growing/shrinking type
t time state or time factor
Consolidity: Stack-based systems change pathway theory elaborated 471should also be directed toward establishing comprehensive
knowledge-based systems to properly build-upon experiences
gained in this regards. Such efforts should be supported by de-
tailed gathered information and formulations of the successive
system parameters changes in such (inﬁnite) stack-based layer-
ing corresponding to the affected environments or events of
different values and strengths. These gained experiences must
be accompanied by parallel development of modular-based
software simulations and hardware emulations for some se-
lected real life global systems invoking the presented multi-
stacking network approach.
7. Prospective
It is anticipated that all the presented formulations and the
explanatory examples in the paper will help in providing
more in-depth understanding of the preparatory steps toward
implementing the stack-based systems change pathway theory
in various sciences and disciplines. Such preparatory steps
could be expedited by achieving the two following important
targets.
The ﬁrst target is the commencement of building generic
modular stack-based systems or blocks for the mathematical,
programming, and hardware representations of each stack lay-
ering type and category using various methodologies given in
the paper. This target could effectively be carried out incorpo-
rating the illustrated generic concept of the ‘‘fractals-general
stacking’’ behavior of real life systems change pathways. The
direct integration and adjustment of these stacking systems
or blocks for each application will serve in reducing tremen-
dously any repetitive research efforts in future handling of sim-
ilar or analogous problems. The modularity approach will also
help in the speedy dissemination of the implementation of the
theory in various research ﬁelds.
The second target is to concentrate on developing explicit
relationships between the incremental parameters changes ver-
sus affected varying environment and events of various value
or strengths scaled at each event state by the system self-con-
solidity; following the general relationship at any event step
l as: D Parameter change(l) = Function [consolidity(l), varying
environment or event(l)] . This represents the main core of
modeling the system change in the suggested theory. In this re-
spect, there are many foreseen illustrative examples in natural
sciences, biology, medicine and engineering that can lead such
experimentations.
The two above targets can then be developed for global sys-
tems of inter-related multi-stacking layering networks using
the proposed extended system conﬁguration in the paper with
mutual stack-based changes balancing process and assuming
the ideal case of lossless bi-directional transfer piping system.
The mathematical formulations of such global inter-related
cases will require introducing multi-dimensional stack-based
growing matrices matching the multi-stacking network nodes
that could capture the inter-related changes in pursuance of
class and category of system (inﬁnite) multi-stacking features.
In conclusion, we must be all cautioned of the high com-
plexity and versatility of our real life systems when dealing
with the implementation of the above targets of such global
theory. We should also keep in mind while pursuing further
such targets that the universe in this respect will always be
our best inspirer and educator.Acknowledgements
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